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p𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙,𝐶&𝑇 = exp −
tcoal
tcontact
contact time: motion simulation
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 assumptions:
 drops follow 
contour during the 
sedimentation
 detachment angle = 







contact time: simulations vs model






























tcontact = 𝛽 2
d1+d2
vrelative
coalescence time: asymmetric dimple
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Kopriwa, PhD thesis, 2013













Fdriving ∝ ΔPhydro − ΔPflow
Rdimple ∝ Acontact
polydispersed packing
μ ∈ 0;1mm and σ ∈ 0; 50%
 ε ∈ [70%; 80%]
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